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1. INTRODUCTION 
The inequalities 
which hold for all convex mappings f :  [ a ,  b ]  + R,  are known in the 
literature as Hadamard inequalities [ 11. We note that J. Hadamard was not 
the first to discover them. As is pointed out by Mitrinovic and Lackovic [ 2 ]  
the inequalities (1) are due to Hermite, who obtained them in 1883, 10 
years before J. Hadamad. In [31, Fejer proved that if g: [ a ,  bl + R is 
nonnegative integrable and symmetric to x = 9, and if f is convex on 
[ a ,  b ] ,  then 
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In [4] ,  Brenner and Alzer asserted that if g: [ a ,  bl + R+ is integrale and 
symmetric to x = A  = with positive numbers p and q, then 
where 0 I y I % min(p, q) ,  and f is convex on [ a ,  b]. 
real functions H and F defined on LO, 11 by 
In [5], Dragomir and in 161, Yang and Hong found convex monotonically 
1 
H ( t )  = - p [ t x  + (1 - t ) -  
b - a  2 ( 4 )  
and 
1 1 + t  
F ( t )  = 2(b  - a )  [ b [ f (  2 
1 - t  
a + (Ti.) 
+f( ( & ) b  + (+)I dx, (5) 
respectively, such that 
1 
= H ( 0 )  I H ( t )  I H(1) = -/"/.(x) dx = F ( 0 )  
b - a  a 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Let f :  [ a ,  b ]  + R be a concex function, 0 < a < 1, 0 < P 
< 1, A = aa + (1 - a)b ,  u o  = ( b  - a)min{+. 9). and let h be de- 
fined by h( t )  = (1 - P)f(A - P t )  + Pf(A + (1 - P)t) ,  t E [O, uO].  
Then h is conuex, increasing on [O, u O ]  andfor all t E [O, uO] ,  
f [ a a  + (1 - a ) b ]  4 h ( t )  I a f ( a )  + (1 - a ) f ( b ) .  (6) 
Pro05 We note that if f is convex and g is linear, then the composi- 
tion f 0 g is convex. Also we note that a positive constant multiple of a 
convex function and a sum of two convex functions are convex, hence h is 
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convex on [0, uO].  Next, if t E [0, uO1, it follows from the convexity o f f  that 
b1 ( l - a ) ( b - a )  + ( l - P ) t  + b - a  
hence (6) holds. Finally, for t , ,  t ,  such that 0 < t ,  < t ,  5 u,,, since h is 
convex, it follows from (6) that 
hence h(t,) 2 h(t,). This shows that h is increasing on [0, uOl,  and the 
proof is completed. 
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THE:OREM 2. Let f ,  a ,  p ,  A,  and uo be defined as in Theorem 1 and let 
g :  [ a ,  b ]  + R be nonnegatice and integrable and 
g ( A  - Pu)  = g ( A  + (1 - P).), u E [O,u,]. (7) 
Then 
Pro05 For every u E [0, uO] ,  we have the identity 
= [ g (  A - P t )  dt (9) 
Since g is nonnegative, multiplying (6) by g ( A  - Pt), integrating the 
resulting inequalities over [0, u ] ,  and using (7) we have 
f [ a u  + (1 - a ) b ] / " g ( A  - Pt) dt 
0 
thus, the inequalities (8) follow by using the identity (9). 
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Remark 1. If we choose a = k, P = 4, and u = 2 y  in Theorem 2, 
If we choose a = P = i, and u = uo = b - a in Theorem 
If we choose a = P = 7 ,  u = u o  = b - a ,  and g(x) = 1 in 
Let f ,  A,  and uo be defined as in Theorem 1, 0 < a < 1, 
then the inequalities (8) reduce to the inequalities (3). 
2, then the inequalities (8) reduce to the inequalities (2). 
Theorem 2, then the inequalities (8) reduce to the inequalities (1). 
0 < P < 1, a + P I 1, and let H be defined by 
Remark 2.  
1 Remark 3. 
THEOREM 3. 
+Pf (A + ( 1  - P)tX)] dx, 0 I t  I 1. ( 1 0 )  
Then, H is concex monotonically increasing on [ O ,  11, and 
f [ a a  + ( 1  - a ) b ]  = H ( 0 )  I H ( t )  
1 - P  
a ( b  - a )  
I H ( 1 ) =  
+Pf (A  + (1  - P ) x ) l  
4 as(.) + (1  - a ) f ( b ) .  (11) 
Pro08 That H is convex follows immediately from the convexity of f .  
Next, the condition a + P < 1 implies that uo = w. It follows from 
Theorem 1 that h( t )  = (1 - P ) f ( A  - P t )  + Pf(A + ( 1  - P > t )  is increas- 
ing on [ O ,  uO]  and hence H ( t )  is increasing on [ O ,  11. 
Finally, the least inequality of (11) follows from (6), and the proof is 
completed. 
Similarly, we have the following theorem: 
THEOREM 4. Let f ,  A ,  u o ,  a ,  P be defined as in Theorem 3. If 
1 - P  
a ( b  - a )  
G ( t )  = 
0 4 t  4 1, (12) 
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then G is conuex and monotonically increasing on [0,  11, and 
a ( b  - a )  
= G(0) I G ( t )  I G ( l )  = (1  - P ) f  
I a f ( a )  + (1 - a ) f ( b ) ,  0 I t  I 1. (13) 
Remark 4. 
Remark 5. 
THEOREM 5. 
The identity (4) is a special case of (10) taking a = P = 3. 
The identity (5) is a special case of (12) taking a = P = 3. 
Let f ,  a ,  P ,  A,  uo be defined as in Theorem 3 and let g be 
defined as in Theorem 2. Let P be a function defined on [0,1] by 
P ( t )  = IU{(l - P ) f ( A  - P t x ) g ( A  - P.1 
0 
+ P f [ A  + (1  - P ) b l g [ A  + (1  - P>.l>dx (14) 
for some u E [0,  uo]. Then P is conuex and monotonically increasing on [0,1] 
and 
Pro08 Since f is convex and g is nonnegative, we see that P is convex 
on [0,1]. Next, for each x E [O, u], where u E [0, uO1, it follows from 
Theorem 1 that h(tx) = (1 - P) f (A  - Ptx )  + Pf(A + (1 - P>tx> is in- 
creasing for t E [0, 11. Using the identity (7) we see that P( t )  is increasing 
on [0, 11. Therefore the inequalities (1 5) follow immediately. 
Let f ,  g, a ,  P ,  A,  uo be defined as in Theorem 5 and let Q 
be defined on [O, 11 by 
THEOREM 6. 
Q ( t )  = /'"'[(I - P ) f ( A  - Pu + Px(1 - t ) ) g ( A  - P ( u  
0 
+Pf(A + (1  - P ) u  - (1  - P > ( l  - t > x >  
% ( A  + (1  - P>( .  - 4 1  dx ( 16) 
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for some u E [0,  uol. Then Q is monotonically increasing and conuex on [0,  11, 
and 
Pro08 That Q is convex follows immediately from the convexity of f .  
Next, for each x E [0, u], where u E [0, uO], it follows from Theorem 1 that 
h( t )  = (1 - p ) f ( A  - P f )  + p f ( A  + (1 - P ) t )  and k ( t )  = u - (1 - t ) x  
are increasing on [0, u,,] and [0, 11, respectively. Hence h(k( t ) )  = (1 - 
P)f(A - pu + px(1 - t ) )  + p f ( A  + (1 - p)u - (1 - p)( l  - t ) x )  is in- 
creasing on [0, 11. Since g is nonnegative and satisfies (7), it follows that 
Q(t)  is monotonically increasing on [0,1]. Finally, the last inequalities of 
(17) follow from (16) and (6). 
Choose a = P = i, u = uo = b - a in Theorems 5 and 6. 
Then the inequalities (15) and (17) reduce to 
Remark 6. 
a + b  h x) dx = P ( 0 )  I P ( t )  I P(1)  = / f ( x ) g ( x )  dx 
a 
where P( t )  = lL;f[t. + (1 - t ) q ] g ( x ) d x  and 
1 1 + t  a + -+( 1 - t  y) 
Q ( t >  = y l b [ f ( T  2 
+f(% 2 + q(?)] 2 dx, 
which is a refinement of (2). 
Choose a = P = i, u = uo = b - a, and g(x) = 1 in Theo- 
rems 5 and 6. Then P ( t )  = ( b  - a)H(t) ,  Q( t )  = ( b  - a )F( t ) ,  where H ( t )  
Remark 7. 
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and F ( t )  are defined in (4) and (51, respectively; hence (14) and (16) 
generalize (4) and (51, respectively. 
Choose a ,  p such that 0 < a < 1, 0 < p < 1, a + p I 1, 
and choose u = uo = w, A = aa + (1 - a)b ,  g(x) = 1 in Theorems 
5 and 6. Then P ( t )  = w H ( t )  and Q(t )  = W G ( t )  where H ( t )  and 
G(t)  are defined in Theorems 3 and 4,  respectively; hence Theorem 5 
generalizes Theorem 3 and Theorem 6 generalizes Theorem 4. 
Remark 8. 
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